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The paper investigated the use of multi-mission remote sensing data to force, calibrate
and validate a lumped conceptual rainfall-runoff model on an ungauged Ogooué river
basin in Africa. The paper is clear and well written. I enjoyed to read this study because
is well thought out and organized. The Figures are appropriated even if I would prefer
bigger (especially Figure 3, 6 and 7). I recommend the publication of the paper after
minor changes below specified.

REPLY: We thank the referee for the feedback and comments on the article. We will
review the size of the mentioned figures in the final version.

C1

Some references are not properly assigned to the concept. An example is the paper
of Berry et al. (2012) mentioned at P1 Line24 and P2 Line 13 to underline the decline
of in-situ gauging networks. I think different papers can replace this citation [1, 2, 3].
Please check also the reference Schumann and Domeneghetti (2016) at P25 Line 26.

REPLY: We thank the referee for pointing this out and for the suggestions. We agree
that more appropriate references should be cited at the mentioned places.

Plan for revision: Update citations and make sure there is consistency between refer-
ence and statement throughout the paper.

Plots a, b, c of Figure 2 are not mentioned and commented in the text. Please descrip-
tion. Moreover, P6 Line 4 “(Figure 2, c and d)” should be replaced with “(Figure 2, d
and e)”.

REPLY: We thank the referee for noticing this, indeed a reference to the subfigures is
missing and the referee is absolutely right about the cross-reference - it will be updated.

Plan for revision: The subfigures will be referenced P6 Line 3: “The spatial and tempo-
ral distribution of rainfall is relatively similar (Figure 2, a and b), however (. . .)”

P19 Line 2: “. . . and simulated the two models in the two basin helves”. What does
the authors mean with “two models”?

REPLY: The “two models” refer to the two versions forced with the two different remote
sensing precipitation products, i.e. the FEWS-RFE forced model and the TRMM forced
model.

Plan for revision: The sentence will be clarified to avoid confusion.

Table 4: in the caption parenthesis are mentioned but they are not present in the table.
Please correct.

REPLY: We thank the referee for pointing this out.

C2



Plan for revision: The numbers will be added to the table along with a reference to
Figure 1.

Table 7: the acronym MD is not specified in the text or in the caption.

Plan for revision: The acronym (MD, Mean Deviation) will be specified in the caption.
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